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Application Details 
Description of Respondent’s Behaviour:  
 
The damage this rich investor Barry Ross MITCHELL has caused on our family, kids and health cannot be fixed by any 
amount.  
 
Barry Ross MITCHELL, is using Geraldton Court to restrain from Malice and Due Process of the court to uphold his 
fraud, bad faith, breach of trust, unlawful acts, unclean hands, continually attacking us after been asked not to, 
continually attacking us after been advised there’s a conflict of interest and asked not be involved, having no lawful 
authority to be at the Abrolhos Islands in the first place, Barry Ross MITCHELL actions are frivolous and vexatious, 
Kristin Rodney Donald Macdonald having clean hands, Kristin Rodney Donald Macdonald claim and holding of Uncle 
Margi Island in Adverse Possession and Kristin Rodney Donald Macdonald claim and holding over entire Houtman 
Abrolhos Islands all of which has never been rebutted by Barry Ross MITCHELL. 
 
Barry Ross MITCHELL claim is of no weight: 
1. Barry Ross MITCHELL has never had any lawful authority to stay on Uncle Margi Island, Southern Group, 
a) From the beginning, ABROLHOS ISLANDS (SOUTHERN GROUP (ABROLHOS) INCORPORATED) LEASE was 

a fraudulent document and had no land, and now; 
b) Kristin Rodney Donald Macdonald has formally claimed Houtman Abrolhos Islands, and; 
c) Kristin Rodney Donald Macdonald has formally claimed adverse possession of Uncle Margi Island, Southern 

Group,  
and not once has HELL rebutted this.  
In fact, Its believe Barry Ross MITCHELL has not rebutted anything, therefore;  

• why is Barry Ross MITCHELL in this court? 
• what authority does Barry Ross MITCHELL have to be on Uncle Margi Island, and attacking us? 

 
Barry Ross Mitchell, (while acting as President of Southern Group Incorporated) allegedly transferred our infrastructure 
(jetty/walkway) to himself and not once has Barry Ross MITCHELL rebutted this. 
 
Barry Ross Mitchell, ((while acting as President of Southern Group (Abrolhos) Incorporated) ABN 91 055 729 367)) 
 was allegedly involved in changing the ABROLHOS ISLANDS (SOUTHERN GROUP (ABROLHOS) 
INCORPORATED) LEASE which is fraudulent and has no valid land, furthermore was requesting yearly fee’s from 
southern group fishers who believed they were paying for a lease of land for there camps to be on. 
 
In response to Barry Ross MITCHELL attacking us and discriminating against us in front of all Southern Group 
fisherman, Barry Ross MITCHELL false allegations soon spread throughout the biggest commercial fishery in Aus 
which we are involved in (where now, it was responsible for myself being pushed out of the crayfishing industry 
something our family has done for 70+ years) and we wrote to Barry Ross MITCHELL and agreed to conditionally 
accept Barry Ross MITCHELL accusations on the grounds that Barry Ross MITCHELL could rebut what we put 
forward. The fact is, Barry Ross MITCHELL did not rebut one thing,  

a) did not rebut; did you use your recording devises to record us and use it against us for your own personal gain 
b) did not rebut; was the transfer of my jetty into your name Barry a breach of Crimes Act 1900 sect 192E Fraud  

 
Barry Ross Mitchell, after been advised not to, breaching agreements and been reported to police, Barry Ross 
MITCHELL has still been spying on us with extremely high quality cameras, tracking everything we are doing in our 
private lives on Uncle Margi Island. Not only that, we believed Barry Ross MITCHELL also used it (unlawfully) in a way 
for his own personal gain.  
 
What is the relationship between the Person 
protected and the Respondent? 

   Married    Related 
   De facto    Other – Please specify 

Our family has been on Uncle Margi 
Island, Southern Group for 70+ 
years and Kristin Rodney Donald 
Macdonald has claimed and is 
holder of Uncle Margi Island.  
Barry Ross Mitchell has never had 
lawful authority to be in Southern 
Group or on our island, Barry Ross 
Mitchell has camps in another group 
so there’s no need for Barry Ross 

KRISTIN MACDONALD
Appendix M


